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Following general reflections on the relations between global media, 
local and oral history, this paper addresses the paradoxical constraints 
imposed by language specialization, which focuses Western historians 
on particular regions and languages at the expense of demotic and oral 
cultures. Taking up the idea that translation is never an ideologically in-
nocent act, Stein addresses the ambiguous status of English in the Indian 
context, both as the language of British imperial power, but also as a ve-
hicle for challenging and “writing back” against colonial discourse. To 
illustrate the linguistic pitfalls that accompany research on South Asian 
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art, the paper investigates the relations between temple art, iconoclasm, 
and the zinc smelting industry in Jawar, Rajasthan.
KEYWORDS: Indian art, South Asian art history, translation, social 
media and art history, Google translations, zinc smelting industry, Jawar, 
Islamic iconoclasm, colonial discourse, Ramanatha temple, Jawar Mata 
temple, Somanatha icon, Rajasthan
In questioning the role of translation in art writing, Zoë Strother and 
Iain Boyd Whyte began a dialog with the following statement in their 
call for papers for CAA 2011, “The act of translation, however, is never 
politically innocent.” Nowhere could this be truer than in South Asia, 
where the history of art and contemporary politics collide along linguis-
tic, communal, sectarian lines. Increasingly, the divide between those 
who flit about in the realm of global capital and those who are left 
behind determines which stories are told, how, and why. Strother and 
Whyte began their dialog at the College Art Association with key schol-
arly questions: “What was translated when, by whom, and with what 
impact? To what degree did translation establish the traditional Western 
canon? Can translation challenge the canon? What are the benefits and 
dangers of the hegemony of the English language?” These questions 
hearken back to the heyday of subaltern studies when I was still an 
undergraduate at Barnard College, Columbia University. Could transla-
tion be used as a method to “write back”1 about art, the call for papers 
seemed to ask?
At the same time, new technologies had changed not just the avail-
ability and quantity of translations available—global art historians now 
have a sense of Hegelian Chinese art history for example, with new 
flows of information “global” art histories seem to flow, to clash, and to 
be appropriated faster and more vigorously than ever before2—but had 
also changed the types of translation available to scholars . . . if we dare 
to look. Can we responsibly dismiss the popular, the unedited, and the 
oral speech sloppily drizzling out as text twenty-four hours a day? The 
university press monograph, hardly affordable or available anymore in 
the field of art history, remains the scholarly tribute to authority, to our 
shared vestigial bibliophilia, and to good taste, and the peer-reviewed 
article passes a vetted chain of expert review, but what of those un-
wieldy new media in which an increasing percent of the world insistently 
speaks? Could the scholarly call of Strother and Whyte elicit a scholarly 
response to new global media such as Facebook, blogs, Wikipedia?
In some ways, these new media remain outside the realm of viable 
academic discourse, and yet, if one keeps in mind the inheritance of 
folklore studies and oral history, perhaps these new media can be stud-
ied as oral speech. Must art historians of South Asia still travel to the 
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new state of Chhatisgarh, to anthropologically salvage the exoticized 
voices of those recorded only as “oral history,” people largely without 
access to the means used to study them, or can the urban/rural divide 
now collapse in new ways as certain forms of internet speech open 
new discourses about capital, heritage, tradition, modernity, history, 
and personal experience? Must we choose? Can we viably do both? 
To ignore these real-time multi-lingual translations would be to ignore 
highly politicized discourses by key demographics in relation to South 
Asian art history, and to ignore the silence of those who do not enter 
this gadget-oriented dialog. The compilation of traditional academic 
sources for an article of mine forthcoming from Artibus Asiae about 
the medieval industrial site of Jawar, Rajasthan clashed fruitfully with 
this “white noise,” if you will, of “oral” internet texts in real time 
about the past glory—“Parampara” in Hindi—that was Rajasthan. I 
will leave the story of the invention of zinc smelting and the patron-
age power of medieval Indian industry over royalty for this forth-
coming article. Here, Strother and Whyte give me the opportunity 
to toy theoretically with the idea of translation, only to reveal the 
entwined contemporary politics of multiple modes of English speech 
about South Asia.
In an era where technology puts cultures and languages into juxta-
position faster than airplane travel or time zones, as fast as any blurb 
or tweet can be published, translations radically change the canon. 
South Asian art historians receive years of language training in specific 
languages from multiple non-European language families and still it is 
not enough (Figure 1). This training elicits depth, specialization, and 
knowledgeable expertise at the expense of the ability to deal fully with 
Figure 1 
Languages that South Asianist art historians may or may not know—a table of languages and areas of specialization in South Asian art. 
© Deborah Stein.
“Hinduism”/North India Sanskrit, Hindi, Gujarati (maybe for shilpa texts)
“Hinduism”/South India Sanskrit, Tamil
“Buddhism” Sanskrit, Hindi, Pali, Tibetan
“Jainism” Sanskrit, Hindi, maybe Prakrit
“Islam” Persian, Arabic, maybe Hindi
“Jawar Temples and Zinc Mines” Sanskrit, Hindi, Vagari/Mewari, Persian, Arabic, Prakrit
“Early Modern” Marathi, Telegu
“Colonial-Contemporary” Hindi/Urdu, UK English, International English, Mumbai Hinglish, 
Delhi Marxist, and Academic Jargon
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the richness of the multi-sectarian material culture we study. Our very 
linguistic expertise as art historians may be cutting us off from a full 
understanding of the material remains found in South Asia. And this 
linguistic over-specialization is exactly what I had to surmount, when I 
happened upon an important unpublished cluster of temples built over 
a period of more than two centuries in Jawar, Rajasthan—the exact 
location where the smelting of zinc was invented and subsequently in-
dustrialized at the close of the fourteenth century.
South Asianist art historians are often trained to specialize in the arts 
of various religions and regions and these divides impact which lan-
guages we do and do not know. As a graduate student at Berkeley, I 
studied Sanskrit and Hindi to prepare to work on medieval North Indian 
Shaiva, Shakti, Vaishnava, and Jain temples—commonly lost in transla-
tion into English as “Hindu,” a term coined by Greeks from the Indus 
river, a generic name for India in Arabic, “Al Hind,” and a colonial lin-
guistic other to “Islamic.” This very linguistic “Hindu-Muslim” divide 
in English has lead to massive communal rioting and death since the 
partition of India in 1947.3 In linguistic and methodological contrast, the 
scholar Finbarr Barry Flood traveled to Iran to find excerpts of a Koran 
from a specific historical and linguistic moment to better understand the 
brief flicker of the Ghurrid dynasty in Afghanistan.4 He needed to access 
Persian, Arabic, and Turkish texts within very specific and changing tem-
poral contexts in South Asia, all the while working in regions dominated 
by modern Farsi, three or more Afghan languages, Hindi, and Indian 
English. Against this rich, complex, and fraught linguistic context for 
South Asian art history, we must also remember the specter of colonial 
British power in the current dominance of English as well as the libera-
tory potential to seize that language and to “write back.”
And within the wide range of writings about South Asian art history 
in India, the question of who begins to write back, how, and why repre-
sents an intensely diverse political gamut. On the one hand, somewhat 
to the left, scholars outside the institution create new spaces and travel 
from Delhi, to Baroda, to Kolkata, etc., speaking multiple Indian lan-
guages and holding English-language conferences to encourage regional 
scholars to curate Indian art as their own, rather than allowing foreign 
museums to dominate the visual discourses about Indian art.5 On the 
other hand, somewhat to the right, on a Facebook page (Figure 2), 
the bardic tradition of Rajasthani royal history plays out in real time 
between poetry and academia, dancing Nagari letters, and damning the 
colonial past in English, all the while with the specter of royal class 
dominance echoing into the present post-independence democracy. 
Knowing the CAA translation panel was coming in early 2011, I de-
cided to follow the Faustian fun of using an automatic translator from 
Google to produce a literal rendering into English of Hindi poetry used 
to describe a Facebook photograph of Queen Padmavati’s palace. Here 
is an abridged version:
Figure 2 
Facebook page of a “Friend of a Friend.” Public internet content.
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Hindi to English Translation
Yes! This is the palace of Queen Padmavati—surrounded by rocks 
and water around the crying
Pain pain and anguish melt—melt water were no longer luxury—
luxury tax is then stone being | bitch standing water, the water 
may be doing yoga | the Sati ritual of fasting did kick them Johar 
| farewell to his younger brother Badal Giving Movie Queen 
asked,—“my little captain! What are you going?” Sonderhy 
proud of the costumes they were duds as a hide his own shame; 
dry mango leaves to become a storm of his own thoughts flew; 
indulgence and luxury Castle washed kick started eating | and 
another and another had his painful groan Dhu-Dhu flames of 
sacrifice that sixteen thousand Virangnoan Johar’s body was 
burned Samadhaia |
Permanence of the smoke as a sacred duty to the environment and 
had been blithe and transience of the world water—was burning 
pile of ash |
This digitally translated response describes the mythical mass suicide 
of a queen and all the court ladies in the act of Jauhar,6 or ritual im-
molation, that is said to have taken place in the building shown in the 
Facebook photograph.
The irony of Google’s computerized literal translation, and also its 
strength, is how the phonics transcend the syntax so powerfully: “an-
other and another had his painful groan Dhu-Dhu flames of sacrifice.” 
Can you imagine how this poetic, art historical description, located 
so far outside the art histories known to art history, would sit on the 
desks of serious scholars in India or abroad? It is a quote from Tan 
Singh, chosen by the photographer to accompany his picture of the 
Queen Padmavati’s palace. The description uses phonics, not lost in 
digital translation, to evoke the aesthetic theory of rasa, a powerful 
set of emotional triggers established for Sanskrit poetics in the seventh 
century by Bharata.7 In that sense, the description “authentically” (if 
we loosely define “authentic” here as a poetic form true to one of the 
many aesthetic theories [rasa] meant to create a taxonomy of emotive 
responses to performance) captures what this monument has meant 
within a specific set of collective memory and imagination that may 
well post-date the thirteenth century, when the event was said to have 
transpired. Indeed, it dates to the bardic apogee of Mewari history 
writing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Charts and maps of 
textual data from specific eras reveal the contrast between the mod-
ern resonance of idol looting and royal splendor and earlier evidence 
of industrial development and temple patronage. Whereas the regal 
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dynastic histories were once read onto the past, now they are contex-
tualized within a period of several centuries, recently circumscribed 
to specific and later periods, rather than the bardic origin myths, 
which suggest the eternal reaches of time. Future research will reveal 
what came before the regal splendor and the tenuous ways in which 
medi eval hegemony was established visually, rather than militarily, in 
Southern Rajasthan.
Let us shift now, with a case study, to the focus of my recent research 
for a book tentatively entitled A Rajasthani Renaissance: Architectural 
Revivalism and the Political, Sectarian, and Industrial Networks of 
Early Modern Mewar. As I traced industrial networks to and from the 
site where zinc smelting was invented in fourteenth-century Jawar, I 
wanted to learn more about the historical conditions in the tribal re-
gions of Chhapan and Vagada (Southern Rajasthan) that led to the 
importance of the city of Jawar as an industrial, religious, and artis-
tic center. Before zinc smelting was invented, who actually ruled the 
Chhapan/Vagada region, where Jawar is located? Even Wikipedia maps 
of the Sultanate period literally display a small “gray area” in Southern 
Rajasthan against the pink and red washes of Sultanate rule that cover 
almost the entire Indian subcontinent (Figure 3).
Though the rhetoric of “Islamic iconoclasm” was far from my mind 
as I looked for linkages between fluvial mapping and art historical traces 
of temples and zinc smelting in Jawar, the looming history of the theft 
of the Somanatha Shiva icon in 1299 eclipsed all English-language his-
torical accounts of Ulugh Khan’s travels from Delhi/Agra into Gujarat. 
There remains an interesting gap between the medieval history I was 
Figure 3  
Wikipedia, Sultanate period map. Public internet content (“Javierfv1212” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Delhi_History_Map.png).
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looking for and the modern history I found in a little-known geographi-
cal region of Southern India (Figure 4).
The famous instance of iconoclasm at Somanatha caught the 
attention of colonialists and nationalists alike, spurring English-
language histories from the nineteenth century through the present 
that focused on the Islamic destruction of “idols” and the rhetoric 
of “Islamic iconoclasm.” These texts range from the writings of 
James Tod in Rajas than to the postcolonial reworking of history by 
Delhi Marxists such as Romila Thapar.8 The BJP Hindu nationalist 
party revisits the year 1299 as evidence of Islamic abhorrence of fig-
ural form in India; whereas recent writings by art historian Finbarr 
Barry Flood re-contextualize the Turko-Afghan theft of icons within 
a paradigm of looting objects for display in the victor’s capital—a 
practice espoused in medieval South Asia by “Hindu” and “Muslim” 
leaders alike.9 Before any of these English writings about the “sack” 
of Somanatha by Ulugh Khan, the destruction and recovery of the 
Somanatha icon was written about in Hindi, Sanskrit, and Persian 
texts, such as the medieval Rajasthani text by Padmanabha, entitled 
the Kanhadade Prahbandha.10 None referenced Jawar or zinc. The 
closest reference to the region was a rare reference to the capital of 
Vagada, then known as Vatpadrak.
I wanted to know about the alleged “Sack of Vatpadrak” that I had 
read about in an unpublished history paper of the official Dungarpur 
historian, Mr Purohit. Vatpadrak was another name for Baroda, but not 
the famous city in Gujarat, rather a small town outside of Dungarpur.11 
Vatpadrak lies on the path between Delhi/Agra to the east and Gujarat to 
the west, near tributaries of the Som and Mahi rivers (Figures 5 and 6). 
Vatpadrak, sacked at the end of the thirteenth century, was supposedly 
referenced in Ojha’s famous Dungarpur Rajya ka Itihasa, a scholarly 
Hindi work based on hard-core epigraphy in the field but not translated 
Figure 4  
Table of modern textual evidence about the Jawar region and zinc. © Deborah Stein.
Date Language Textual Source Title Availability
1950 Hindi Dungarpur Rajya ka Itihasa Gift from the late Maharwal of 
Dungarpur
1985 English Craddocks Reports Joint Research Project on Mining, 
Baroda
2004 English Somnatha: Many Voices of a History Penguin/Viking Press
2009 English Objects of Translation: Material Culture 
and Medieval “Hindu-Muslim” Encounter
Princeton University Press
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Figure 5 
“Calculate this Vikram Samvat 
into Christian Era, and get 1295 
exactly the five-year period of 
Ulugh Khan’s expedition through 
Vagada to Somnathpur in 
Gujarat and back through Jalor, 
as recorded in the Kanhdade 
and also, modern histories . . .”
From Vatpadrak inscription; 
Vatpadrak = (V/B)aroda, ancient 
capital of Vagada (located in 
Aspur Tehsil), Vagada region, 
southern Rajasthan. © Deborah 
Stein.
into English (Figure 7).12 I looked in my out-of-print copy, given to me 
by the Maharawal of Dungarpur, and could not locate the reference so I 
took off with a road map and a driver to see what was there and found 
this broken pedestal with an inscription dated to 1295—a key date. A 
capital was sacked, and so?
A table of early modern sources suggests that a few references to 
zinc smelting and temple patronage could be salvaged from the Persian 
texts, whereas the vernacular Rajasthani sources tended to emphasize 
Figure 6  
A lion pedestal in Vatpadrak 
(modern Baroda, Rajasthan).  
© Deborah Stein.
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the looting of the Somanatha icon, military victories, losses, conquests, 
and suffering in a war-torn region but little about zinc, industry, pat-
ronage, or areas beyond polity or with alternative polities (Figure 8). 
So I dug and dug and found one little line in the Ain-I Akbari, which 
proved that the Emperor Akbar’s court historian, Abul Fazl ’Allami, 
was aware in the sixteenth century that there had been a zinc mine in 
Jawar.13 And, in a Persian text of 1340, I had found a little paragraph 
about the incredible scarcity, and hence intense value, of zinc. Appar-
ently, it was so rare in Persia that it was actually used as a synonym 
for non-existence. Hamd-Allah Mustawfi then clarifies in translation, 
Figure 7  
Photograph of Dungarpur Rajya 
ka Itihasa. © Deborah Stein.
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“In certain books, however, I find it stated that mines of [zinc] exist in 
China, where they make use of this metal as arms for war, and it gives 
an edge harder than iron.”14 These simple, brief references supported 
the visual evidence that in medieval Indian temple patronage, indus-
trial networks (aka the people who control metal production) could 
trump regal power (aka a one-line inscription on a broken pedestal). I 
wanted, however, to move beyond my own limited linguistic expertise 
by adding the breadth of another scholar’s resources into the mix. So 
I emailed Finbarr B. Flood, whose linguistic and art historical exper-
tise leans toward Persian and Arabic accounts, complementing my San-
skrit/Hindi attempts. He then suggested the Kanhadade Prabandha of 
Padmanabha—a book in Old Rajasthani, Old Gujarati, and/or Gujara-
Apabhramsha depending on who gets to name the language. Flood also 
suggested several excellent English-language secondary sources—none 
of which referenced Vatpadrak, Baroda, or Vadodara in any recogniz-
able way. But what I found instead in most English-language texts sug-
gested that my important historical moment—for the thirteenth-century 
Vagada region newly formed into a southern sub-branch of Mewar—
inconceivably was somehow not important in English. It was Udaipur’s 
Mewar that remained important in English translations.15 It was the 
sack of the fortress of Rathanbore, not the industrial production of zinc 
and ensuing multi-sectarian temple patronage at Jawar, that mattered in 
modern English texts, as well as early modern texts in translation.
Figure 8  
Table of early modern textual sources about the Jawar region. © Deborah Stein.
Date Language Textual Source/Title Availability
1374 Sanskrit Rasaratnassamuchchaya Available in trans. largely in secondary sources.  
According to Fathi Habashi, “Discovering the 
Eighth Metal: A History of Zinc,” “The metal was 
made by indirectly heating calamine with organic 
matter in a covered crucible fitted with a  
condenser.” This author locates 1374 as the year 
that commercial zinc production begins without  
citing any reason or evidence for this date.
1421 Sanskrit Shantinatha temple 
inscription
Inscription architecturally in-situ, Jawar, Rajasthan
c. 1450? Rajasthani Kanhadad Prabandha English trans., New Delhi, 1991
1565 Persian Ain-i-Akbari Mentions “Zawar”/Jawar mines, English trans., 
1989
1657 Rajasthani Nainsri Kayat “Mining and Smelting”
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Whereas the medieval relationship between industry, polity, fluvial 
geography, and aesthetics remains elusive for the site of Jawar—roughly 
on the path from Delhi to Somanatha—the modern rhetoric of “Islamic 
iconoclasm” and its postcolonial deconstruction suggests that looting 
and the theft of icons in wealthy Gujarat was a more interesting story 
than a vacuum of political power in the thirteenth century that preceded 
the worldwide invention of industrial zinc-smelting technology at the 
dawn of the fourteenth century in the town of Jawar. There we find 
an art history with which to unravel South Asian art histories. Could 
somehow an eighth-century Muslim alchemist, with his Latin nickname 
“Gerber,” and his romantic Italian Renaissance robes somehow solve 
my problem? I looked for Arabic texts in translation, but found just a 
line here or there to support the evidence offered by the temples them-
selves. It was only through industrial networks and fluvial plains that 
medieval visual culture often spread. Archaeological and inscriptional 
references remain to prove it. These are found in a sample chart of pre-
modern sources for the same region (Figure 9).
The archaeological traces of zinc smelting and temple patronage in 
dialog at Jawar offer art history a non-dynastic model for periodization 
and a more industrialist picture of art production in medieval India. 
Jain merchants, bankers, industrialists, and financiers gained wealth 
from zinc-smelting technology and built temples first (Figure 10). In a 
fifty-year period the impressive temple yields an even more spectacular 
one, also Jain (Figure 11). This temple quotes prior architecture across 
a wide geographic area in very knowledgeable and intentional ways 
(Figure 12). Then, in 1489, about a century after the discovery of zinc 
smelting, a noble woman, the daughter of Maharana Kumbha himself, 
inherited Jawar as her jagir and constructed the Ramanatha Vishnu 
temple and tank, complete with an inscription.16 This is where most art 
histories would begin, based on the time period and the location of the 
patron within a dynastic context. But this would miss the boat, since the 
temples unfold chronologically according to the law of proximity from 
the zinc smelters away from the temples. Clearly zinc smelting and the 
early Jain temples should be the starting point for Jawar, but because 
of modern and early modern texts in English translation, the looting of 
Somanatha would eclipse this history. The purely visual experience of 
Jawar, on the other hand, would point scholars in the direction of the 
largest temple still in active worship.
If one were an anthropologist or only studying goddess temples, one 
might miss Kumbha’s daughter’s Ramanatha temple altogether and only 
find the later and larger Jawar Mata temple too far away from the zinc 
retorts to notice them (Figure 13). Only through an examination of James 
Tod juxtaposed with a retired Rajasthani miner’s English-language blog 
was I able to figure out that the goddess temple may actually provide the 
most concrete inscriptional and architectural evidence we have for the 
relationship between some of the most famous Jain financiers and some 
Figure 9  
Table showing a sample of premodern textual evidence for the Mewar/Vagada region, where Jawar is located, and the alchemy of 
zinc. © Deborah Stein.
Date Language Source Title Details
c. 760–815 Arabic Jabir ibn Haiyan writes the 
“Book of Stones.” Gerber, as 
he was known in the West, 
used retorts and over 20 
pieces of modern chemistry 
equipment. He knew of zinc 
but didn’t know how to in-
dustrially smelt it.
One of the most famous alchemical 
works of the Middle Ages, known 
throughout medieval Europe and the 
Islamic world. Some attribute a whole 
cluster of ninth-century alchemical 
works to him. Like Shakespeare, the 
vast quantity of his work and Latin 
translations suggest attribution to 
more than one author.
1172 Sanskrit Samanta Singh’s inscription 
in-situ, Ambika Temple, Jagat 
Rajasthan. This inscription 
records an offshoot branch of 
the Mewari Guhila dynasty 
that went south through the 
Chhapan region where the 
Ambika temple lies, to form 
the Dungarpur branch of roy-
alty in the Vagada region to 
the south.
Bambora, Jagat, Jawar, Jalor, and 
Rathanbore all lie in very close prox-
imity to each other in the Chhapan 
region.
1200s Sanskrit Rasarnava, a key period text 
on how to smelt zinc.
English trans. from Indian in 2007, 
unavailable in Western libraries or 
online.
1295 Sanskrit/Vagari Vatpadrak inscription, a lion 
pedestal found in temple 
rubble and kept on location 
in the small archaeological 
museum. Gives date when 
Vatpadrak was sacked and all 
the surrounding lands were 
laid waste. A brief and vague 
inscription, noted in Dungar-
pur Rajya ka Itihasa.
Vadoda (Baroda), Vagada (Rajasthan), 
hard to get to, previously unphoto-
graphed epigraphy in the field.
1340 Persian Nuzhat Al-Qulub, the metal 
zinc is used as a metaphor for 
non-existence—a tribute to its 
scarcity in the Persian-speaking 
world at the time.
Trans. into English, in Islamic  
Geography, vol. 103.
Figure 10  
Shantinatha Temple, c. 1421, 
Jawar, Rajasthan. © Deborah 
Stein.
Figure 11  
Ruined Temple 3, Jawar, 
Rajasthan. © Deborah Stein.
Figure 12  
Ramanatha Temple, Jawar, 
Rajasthan. © Deborah Stein.
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of the most important Mewari kings. In fact, the Jawar Mata temple 
records a relationship without which Mewar may not have been able to 
remain as independent as it did for as long as it did.
At the heart of that story is the archaeological trace of industry 
found in the zinc smelters (Figure 14). Since the smelters do not speak 
for themselves, only the multilingual South Asian texts of the twelfth 
to seventeenth centuries and the international and Indian responses 
of the colonial era through to the present can illuminate this art his-
torical story on the border of two academic disciplines. The metal-
lurgists and the art historians rarely get a chance to collaborate, just 
as the highbrow scholar and lowbrow internaut do not usually inter-
twine. Through digital texts available online, we might finally find 
new global solutions to problems that have been left unanswered any 
other way.
The “field” is on Facebook and it is writing “back” (Figure 15). But 
are “we,” whoever that includes or doesn’t, ready to listen? Or, does 
the answer lie instead in the translation of academic art history texts 
into English? Either way, how do we engage in these acts without a 
utopian erasure of difference that recapitulates the violence of uneven 
power structures? Today scholars seem to turn away from the essential-
ist shadows of universalizing humanism and other grand schemes back 
toward the translation of “the visual and sensual nature of a work of 
art into a linguistic formulation capable of being voiced in a discursive 
argument.”17 In the context of medieval South Asian art history, I might 
add that we remain in a perpetual diachronic dance between formalist 
description, social history, reception, and the present.
Figure 13  
Jawar Mata Temple, Jawar, 
Rajasthan. © Deborah Stein.
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Figure 14  
Zinc smelters, c. 1397, Jawar, 
Rajasthan. © Deborah Stein.
Figure 15 
South Asian art history on Facebook. Facebook page of a “Friend of a Friend.” Public internet content.
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